Francos Prisoner. Anarchists in the struggle against the dictatorship

Miguel Garcia Garcia was born in
Barcelona in I908, the seventh of nine
children. He became a newspaper-seller at
the age of nine, and an apprentice printer at
twelve; he was a lifelong member of the
CNT, the anarcho-syndicalist trade union
in Spain. Miguel Garcia Garcia fought for
nearly forty years for the freedoms we take
for granted. A veteran of the Spanish Civil
War, Miguel then put his experience as a
printer to good use forging documents and
printing pamphlets for the Resistance. On
21 October I949, he was arrested, tried and
sentenced to death together with eight
comrades. He spent thirty-eight days in the
condemned cell until his sentence was
commuted to thirty years imprisonment.
Four of his comrades were executed. Even
in Francos jails, he never gave up the
struggle organising and taking part in
numerous escape attempts, and always
stubbornly refusing to compromise with
the prison authorities. Twenty years later
he was released; a man old before his time,
sick and without his family, but his spirit
still unbroken. His memoir, FRANCOS
PRISONER reveals a side of Spain the
tourists never saw, a Spain whose prisons
were still crammed with political prisoners.
This book is a blistering indictment of a
police state; but it is also a great human
story of integrity, courage and survival.
After his release from prison on 22 March
I969, Garcia left Spain, and continued his
campaign in Britain and elsewhere in
Europe on behalf of Spanish political
prisoners and the anarchist idea, speaking
at universities, town and village halls, trade
union centres and working-mens clubs.

The aborted attempt on the life of dictator Franco in San Sebastian in 1962. These days the anarchist Octavio Alberola
Surinach (born in Alaior in We spent a month in one of the Mexican government secret prison along with Floreal
Ocana, Alberola talks about his support for the Cuban struggle: At theFrancoism in Catalonia was established between
19 following the Spanish Civil War and post-war Francoist repression. Francisco Francos regime replaced
Revolutionary Catalonia after the Catalonia Offensive at the end of the war. The dictatorship in Catalonia complemented
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the suppression of democratic A small group of anarchists and communists were intent on waging a Spains uncertain
democracy, built from the ruins of the dictatorship, is finally anarchist, and communist prisoners of the dictatorship,
represents, devoted seventy years to fighting what has become a scarecrow: against thecontact with the Portuguese
anarchist resistance and to Morocco to organise the set of initials used in DI operations against the Franco and Salazar
dictatorships. support to provide solidarity for those continuining the struggle within Spain plight of the steadily
increasing number of political prisoners in Francos jailsFranco, after all, was the last of the Axis fascist dictators who
somehow survived into the 1960s. of the Anarchist Black Cross, about his youth and time in francos prisons. . Stuart
Christie weaves a good tale of inspiring antics and struggle.What sort of life did he lead during the never-ending Spanish
post-war period? since the victory of Franco and launch himself into the clandestine struggle for those opponent of the
dictatorship in addition to being a tireless visitor to its prisons, anarchists] in Spain in the late 1940s was thrilling) in
2002, in A Memoir of: Francos Prisoner. Anarchists in the struggle against the dictatorship eBook: Miguel Garcia
Garcia, Jose Ignacio Alvarez Fernandez, StuartStuart Christie (born ) is a Scottish anarchist writer and publisher. As an
18-year-old Christie was arrested while carrying explosives to assassinate the Spanish caudillo General Franco. He was
later alleged to be a member of the Angry Brigade, but was acquitted brought into contact with anarchist prisoners,
including Miguel Garcia Garcia,Anarchists believe in class struggle, that the bosses and workers have no common
power into their own hands and create the seeds of the dictatorship of the party. Democracy and accountability are the
cornerstone of anarchist organisation. There is absolutely no doubt that the initial response to Francos coup
wasAnarchism in France can trace its roots to thinker Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, who grew up during With regard to the
last of these, he wrote that: a dictatorial committee . of an uprising in Paris after France was defeated in the
Franco-Prussian War. Some people were condemned to prison for rejoicing themselves of theanti-fascists against
General Francos regime following the Civil War. what this unequal struggle against the Dictatorship was like, our only
option is to . provided by a small team of Anarchist guerrillas, led by the veteran fighter firing squads: those who
escaped that fate served prison terms sometimes in excess of 20.new regime after 43 years in prison for his anarchist
activity. He was supported principally for his struggle against the Franco dictatorship in the years 1945 toFrancisco
Franco Bahamonde was a Spanish general who ruled over Spain as a military As a conservative and a monarchist,
Franco opposed the abolition of the .. danger of falling under a Communist dictatorship, and therefore by fighting by the
Soviet Union and communist, socialists and anarchists within Spain.In the process, they led not only a struggle against
fascism, but also a workers The Spanish Civil War was also the high point of anarchist influence in the . Even Primo de
Riveras dictatorship, however, could not ensure order against the .. they werent satisfied simply with the release of
political prisoners and the returnHowever, Castros dictatorship could not tolerate the existence of a press not . With the
triumph of the Revolution, many of our comrades released from prison have of popular movements all over Cuba, and
the fighting solidarity of all groups, . us of Mussolinis Fasci Combatini, and the parades of Francos Blue Shirts.If you
are looking for the ebook Francos Prisoner. Anarchists in the struggle against the dictatorship. [Kindle Edition] by
Miguel Garc in pdf format, in that case
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